A Review of the Use of Science and
Adaptive Management in California’s
Draft Bay Delta Conservation Plan
California’s draft Bay Delta Conservation Plan—a draft plan to conserve habitat for endangered and threatened species, while continuing to divert water to agriculture and domestic
water users in central and southern California—is incomplete and contains critical scientific
gaps. The Bay Delta is a large, complex ecosystem that supplies water from the state’s wetter
northern regions to the drier southern regions, and also serves as habitat for many species.
The Bay Delta Conservation Plan describes a proposal to construct a tunnel or canal to divert
water from the northern Delta to the south, thus reducing the need to convey water through
the Delta. This report reviews the use of science and adaptive management in the draft Bay
Delta Conservation Plan and identifies opportunities to develop a more successful plan.
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The Bay Delta Conservation Plan is a Habitat
Conservation Plan—a plan that developers must
submit to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
before undertaking an activity or project that
could incidentally take* species listed as
threatened or endangered under the federal
Endangered Species Act. These plans must outline
actions that will be taken to protect the habitat of
threatened or endangered species in order to
compensate for incidental take. Similarly, the Bay
Delta Conservation Plan is a Natural Community
Conservation Plan under California’s Natural
Community Conservation Planning Act. These
plans aim, among other things, to help the
recovery of the species.
* “Take” includes actions that “harm” wildlife, including habitat
modification that actually kills or injures wildlife by impairing
breeding, feeding, or sheltering behaviors. For further clarification, please see the full report.

convened a panel of experts to review the use of
science and adaptive management in a working
draft of the Bay Delta Conservation Plan.
The draft Bay Delta Conservation Plan is incomplete in a number of important areas. For example, at
the outset of its review, the panel found that although
the Bay Delta Conservation Plan aims to address
management and restoration of the San Francisco
Bay Delta estuary, it omits any analyses of the
potential impacts of the plan’s efforts on the San
Francisco Bay itself (aside from Suisun Bay).
Furthermore, the report identifies other key scientific
and structural gaps in the draft plan that, if
addressed, could lead to a more successful and
comprehensive final Bay Delta Conservation Plan.

The Lack of an Effects Analysis
The Bay Delta Conservation Plan describes an
effects analysis as a systematic, scientific look at the
potential impacts of a proposed project on the
species that the project will potentially affect, and at
how those species would benefit from various
conservation actions. Clearly, such an effects analysis is intended to be the basis for the choice and
details of those conservation actions. However, the
effects analysis for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan
is still in preparation, and was therefore absent from
this draft of the plan, representing a critical gap in
the science underlying the plan and the corresponding conservation actions.

The panel noted that a successful effects analysis should include an integrated description of the
components of the system and how they relate to
each other, a synthesis of the available science,
and a representation of the dynamic response of
the system.

The Lack of Clarity as to the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan’s Purpose
The legal framework surrounding the Bay
Delta Conservation Plan is complex. In attempting to
comply with all the relevant laws and regulations, the
authors of the Bay Delta Conservation Plan have
undertaken to develop a conservation plan of great
importance, scope, and difficulty. The panel recognized these challenges, and also acknowledged that
the Bay Delta Conservation Plan it reviewed is a work
in progress. However, the panel found that the purpose
of the Bay Delta Conservation Plan is not clear,
making it difficult to properly understand, interpret,
and review the science that underlies the plan.
The central issue is that although the plan states
it is an application for the incidental take of listed
species as a result of the proposed water diversion
project, it also sets out the goals of providing a more
reliable water supply for the state of California and
protecting the Delta ecosystem. Because different
processes would be used to fulfill these different
purposes, the panel concluded that it would be
difficult to evaluate the Bay Delta Conservation
Plan without clarification of the plan’s goals.
To obtain an incidental take permit, developers
would design conservation methods to minimize
and mitigate the adverse effects of a specific project
or operation. However, if the Bay Delta Conservation
Plan were a broader conservation plan that aims to
protect the ecosystem and provide a reliable water
supply, then it would be more logical to carry out an
effects analysis, and then identify several alternative
projects to reach the two goals. Under the latter
scenario, choosing the alternative project before
evaluating alternative ways to reach a preferred
outcome would be post hoc rationalization—in
other words, putting the cart before the horse.
Scientific reasons for not considering alternative
actions are not presented in the plan.

The Use of Science and Synthesis in the Bay
Delta Conservation Plan
Many scientific studies have sought to understand the hydrologic, geologic, and ecological
interactions in the Delta, efforts that constitute the

focused on water operations, in
particular the pumping of water at
the south of the Delta for export to
other regions. However, a variety of
other environmental factors have
potentially large effects on these
fishes; and considerable uncertainties remain about the impact that
different aspects of flow management in the Delta, especially
management of the salinity of the
water, have on their survival.
The lack of clarity concerning
the volume of water to be diverted
through the proposed isolated
conveyance facility is another
major shortcoming of the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan. Without a clear
specification of the volume of water
deliveries, the expected impacts to
the ecosystem cannot be assessed.
Overall, the panel concluded that
the Bay Delta Conservation Plan is
little more than a list of ecosystem
restoration tactics and scientific
efforts, with no coordinated
strategy for reaching the goals of
the plan.
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the plan. Predicting the outcomes of management alternatives
in natural systems is difficult, due to the many uncertainties
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monitoring, for planning, implementation, and assessment of
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decline of smelt and salmonids in the Delta has

concluded that the use of adaptive management is
appropriate for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,
although adaptive management applied to a largescale problem such as the California Bay Delta will
not be easy, quick, or inexpensive. These considerations further emphasize the need for clear goals.
Adaptive management programs cannot be fully
described in advance, because the program must
evolve as it is implemented. However, some aspects
of the program could be laid out more clearly than
they were in the draft Bay Delta Conservation Plan,
the panel found. The plan developers would benefit
from experience with adaptive management efforts
in other large-scale ecosystem restoration projects,
such as the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration
Program.

Management Fragmentation and a Lack of
Coherence
The management of any science-based process
has a profound impact on the use of science and
adaptive management in that process. The absence
of scientific synthesis in the draft Bay Delta
Conservation Plan draws attention to the fragmented system of management under which the plan
was prepared, lacking coordination and

accountability. No single public agency, stakeholder
group, or individual was made accountable for the
coherence, thoroughness, and scientific integrity
of the final product. Rather, the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan reflects the differing perspectives
of the federal, state, and local agencies, and the
many stakeholder groups involved. Unless the
management structure is made more coherent and
unified, the final product may continue to suffer
from a lack of integration, in an attempt to satisfy
all discrete interests and, as a result, fail to achieve
its goals. Development and implementation of large
restoration and conservation programs such as
the Bay Delta Conservation Plan often require a
complex structure to incorporate technical, political,
and legal realities and the evolving dynamics of
both the physical and organizational environments.
The panel suggests the agencies responsible for
implementing the plan review other examples
of large scale restoration programs that have been
developed and implemented. In conclusion, the
panel underscores the importance of a credible and
a robust Bay Delta Conservation Plan in addressing
the various water management problems that beset
the Delta.
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